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                            Join the CW Revolution! Order this amazing, unique, and feature-rich MMX Transceiver Today!
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        St. Patrick's Day Sale!

      
      
        March 13-18: Up to 30% Off!
Is this your lucky Day? Purchase a MMX or DMX transceiver at 15% off the regular price during this sale to enter a drawing for an HF Mini Bag- a complete accessory kit for your new transceiver! Click on the More Info below!
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        Click for "QSO Today" podcast with Eric Anderson, AF7YQ
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        MMX Multi-Band Morse Code Transceiver!

      
      
        Proven by thousands of hours in the field as the world's best CW decoder, with an amazing multi-processor GUI touchscreen experience, the MMX provides features you will not find in even the most expensive transceiver on the market! This is a clever morse code decoder; arguably one of the cleverest morse code decoders on the market. It has the ability of decoding morse code even in conditions of noise, which would render ordinary detection of signals impossible.
The MMX supports 3 plug-in cards, and can be purchased as a single, dual, or tri-band unit.  It is user-expandable in the field simply by purchasing an additional plug-in at a later time.  Currently, 80, 40, and 20 meter cards are available, and we plan a 15 meter card in the future.
All of the great features of the original DMX-40 but on multiple bands!
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        MMX ZERO Intelligent Morse Decoder/Encoder

      
      
        This is a popular variant of the MMX Multi-Band Morse Transceiver... without the transceiver.  What?  Yes.  For those customers that only want to use the dual processor intelligent decoder to help them with decoding those high speed senders, or to help them learn to hear Morse Code off the air.
Others want to also use the powerful RPL-driven (Rig Programming Language) encoder that provides optional automatic station ID, capture off-the-air of call signs so you don't have to remember them, and many other powerful transmit features for either total texting to CW, or a mix of texting plus hand keying.
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                  Planning for a Bad Patch
                

              

              
                by Sandra Anderson
              

              
                
                  September 8, 2023
                
              
            

            
              
                
                  National Preparedness Month reminds us all to ready ourselves and our families for those harsh events that could disrupt our lives. Beside stocking essential things, you may consider how you will communicate in the crisis. While some devices offer a bit of support, we invite you to study the advantages of getting through promptly by keyboarding your messages in Morse code, believe it or not.
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                  Good Day, Sunshine: MMX in Solar Cycle 25
                

              

              
                by Sandra Anderson
              

              
                
                  August 30, 2023
                
              
            

            
              
                
                  Maybe the Beatles didn’t need to know, but how will the coming geomagnetic storms affect my communications? Amateur radio operators want to know. Will all the new sunspot activity improve propagation of my signals or will we see blackouts? High frequency (HF) operators are tracking the densities of ionospheric particles out of curiosity about how their signals will propagate. It’s been pretty surprising so far. After predictions of a relatively weak phase like Cycle 24, the sun is no longer dithering. 
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                  3D Printing at PreppComm Amateur Radio
                

              

              
                by Eric Anderson
              

              
                
                  August 19, 2023
                
              
            

            
              
                
                  I am so excited! A couple of years ago, I purchased a Prusa MK3+ 10th Year Anniversary Edition kit version of their printer, thinking it would be a...
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        The Tech Examiner Review

      
      
        Check out this great review of the DMX-40 Morse code transceiver


      
      
Read Review
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Live MMX Demo: Open Box to QSO

A live interview with Eric Anderson  on Coffee & Ham Radios
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Check out this great review of the DMX-40 Morse code transceiver Read Review
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                    In the spirit of dedicated excellence and service, PreppComm originates innovative, low power, made-in-America communications technology, commissioning every amateur radio operator everywhere to interact in Morse code.
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